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Introduction: Multiple private entities have an-
nounced plans to send spacecraft to Mars in the com-
ing decade.  It is reasonable to assume that the devel-
opment of these new martian exploration vehicles will 
utilize a step-wise approach for demonstrating tech-
nology readiness and integrated systems performance 
in the deep space environment.  The simplest approach 
to achieving these objectives is to execute a Mars flyby 
mission which demonstrates the in-space performance 
of flight systems while reducing the risk and complex-
ity of entering orbit and/or landing on Mars.  The pri-
mary objective of such a mission will be technological 
in nature, but ample opportunity exists to use the ex-
cess payload capacity to conduct investigations rele-
vant to science and human exploration at Mars.  Here 
we aim to identify the specific investigations enabled 
by the Mars flyby option to position the science and 
exploration communities to capitalize on these future 
mission opportunities and help shape the early mission 
design to maximize scientific return. 

Methodology: This work analyzes NASA Science 
Mission Directorate (SMD) science objectives (Na-
tional Research Council (NRC) Decadal Survey, Mars 
Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG) Goals 
and Objectives document, and NASA Strategic Plan) 
as well as NASA Human Exploration and Operations 
Mission Directorate (HEOMD) Strategic Knowledge 
Gaps (SKGs) for compatibility with Mars flyby meas-
urements.  We then outline specific measurement ob-
jectives which can be traced to instrument performance 
requirements and the identification of payload options.  
Corresponding operational requirements are outlined 
and placed in the context of the overall mission archi-
tecture.   

Mission Concepts: An initial assessment of Mars 
flyby options has resulted in multiple categories of 
mission concepts.  A subset of these ideas is listed be-
low and briefly summarized. 

Atmospheric Density Profiler. Science Goal:  Ob-
tain spatially distributed measurements of atmospheric 
density simultaneously to improve understanding of 
atmospheric dynamics and validate atmospheric mod-
eling.  Human Exploration Goal:  Utilize atmospheric 
measurements to improve predictive capabilities for 
atmospheric modeling to support future Mars lander 
entry, descent, and landing (EDL), aerocapture, and 
aerobraking design.   Concept:  Eject multiple metallic 
balls (artificial meteorites) into martian nighttime at-
mosphere during flyby maneuver.  Observe trajectories 
with shepherding spacecraft and/or Mars orbital assets.   

Magnetic Field Investigator. Science Goal:  Study 
aurora around martian south polar magnetic anomalies 
to understand strength and behavior of enigmatic mag-
netic field lines.  Human Exploration Goal:  Assess 
strength and behavior of magnetic field as possible 
radiation shielding zone for human explorers.  Con-
cept:  Image the anomalies from the night side to ob-
serve solar wind electrons outlining the aurora from 
flyby carrier spacecraft and/or deploy magnetic sensors 
into multiple anomalies. 

Meteorological Station Network. Science Goal:  
Collect spatially distributed data on meteorological 
(met) surface conditions over time to understand mar-
tian atmospheric dynamics and weather patterns. Hu-
man Exploration Goal:  Utilize atmospheric measure-
ments to improve predictive capabilities for atmos-
pheric modeling to support future Mars lander entry, 
descent, and landing (EDL), aerocapture, and aero-
braking design.  Concept:  Deploy multiple small met 
station reentry vehicles to martian surface to provide 
met station network measurements.    

MCROSS (Mars Crater Observation and Sensing 
Satellite). Science Goal:  Search for subsurface ice, 
particularly in the mid-to-low latitudes where imaging 
data of small, recent impact craters suggests near-
surface ice closest to the equator.  Human Exploration 
Goal:  Characterize ice at low to mid latitudes as pos-
sible resource for ISRU (in situ resource utilization) 
and planetary protection relevant search for life.  Con-
cept:  Deploy multiple instrumented impactors from 
flyby carrier spacecraft to conduct a search for ice at 
multiple locations.  Collect observations from Mars 
orbital assets (Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter) and/or 
shepherding spacecraft. 

UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Helicopter). Sci-
ence Goal:  Aerial reconnaissance of recurring slope 
linea (RSL) features (geologically recent activity, pos-
sibly fluvial).  Human Exploration Goal:  Characterize 
putative water sources as possible resource for ISRU 
(in situ resource utilization) and planetary protection 
relevant search for life.  Concept:  Deploy UAV from 
carrier spacecraft.  Conduct initial reconnaissance then 
land and recharge for 10-20 km unrefueled range.  
Small lander option is also feasible. 

Upper Atmosphere Investigator: Science Goal:  
Characterize upper martian atmosphere, including or-
bital particulates and radiation environment. Human 
Exploration Goal:  Utilize atmospheric measurements 
to improve predictive capabilities for atmospheric 
modeling to support future Mars lander entry, descent, 
and landing (EDL), aerocapture, and aerobraking de-
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sign.   Concept: SEP plus chemical powered ESPA 
ring deployed on flyby to enter Mars orbit.  

Atmospheric Sampler and Measurement: Science 
Goal:  Characterize martian dust (30 km or lower alti-
tude for dust) including composition, density, particle 
sizes, etc.  Human Exploration Goal:  Characterize 
martian dust to inform 1) human mission engineering 
and 2) studies of biological effects of martian dust.  
Concept:  Deploy spacecraft to conduct in situ dust 
measurements (dust ablation, mass spectroscopy on the 
dust, etc.) as well as sample collection for Earth return.   

Summary. Through this work we identify specific 
investigations that can be enabled through a Mars 
flyby mission on a private spacecraft.  As a result, we 
aim to position the science and exploration communi-
ties to participate in future near-term flight opportuni-
ties to execute one or more of these mission options.  
This research will help cement the science and explo-
ration community commitment to productive collabo-
ration with private entities and will ensure that we are 
prepared to collaborate with private spacecraft provid-
ers with ready-to-go mission concepts given the fast-
paced schedule of private spaceflight activities. 
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